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State Unemployment Insurance Rate Change Information Bulletin  
  

PPL is pleased to administer payments for Self-Directed Employees (SDEs) through the Vendor 
Fiscal/Employer Agent model.  We strive for excellent customer service and are providing this 
document to help participants better understand employer taxes, which include State 
Unemployment Insurance, and how those taxes may sometimes fluctuate.  Our goal is to provide 
information on how to address this should it occur.   

  
What is State Unemployment Insurance (SUI)?  
SUI is one of several mandatory employer payroll taxes (i.e., Federal Unemployment Tax, State 
Unemployment Tax, Social Security, Medicare, etc.) that must be paid in order to employ 
someone, including SDEs.  SUI allows a person to collect unemployment if they lose their job 
through no fault of their own.    
  
Why would the amount to pay SUI increase?  
If SDEs are separated from employment during the course of a year, they may have the ability to 
collect unemployment.  If a number of employees are separated from the employer (you), this can 
increase the SUI amount that must be paid on the remaining employees and any new hires.  PPL 
and DDD do not calculate SUI and are unable to provide a threshold that would trigger an increase 
in SUI.  
  
When would I know if my SUI rate increases?  
SUI is subject to change effective July 1st of a given year and are in effect through June 30th of 
the following year.   The NJ Department of Labor (DOL) releases the new rates to the Fiscal 
Intermediary (PPL) at that time.  This means that neither PPL nor DDD can provide advanced 
notice.  
  
Does an increase to the SUI rate impact my SDEs wages and ability to be paid?  
In some cases, an increase in SUI could impact an SDEs wage and ability to be paid.  To explain, 
funding for employer payroll taxes is calculated after the employer (you) negotiates an hourly 
wage to pay their SDE.  At that point, a markup is added to that hourly wage to fund mandatory 
employer taxes.  This is also referred to as the maximum billable rate (i.e., hourly wage + mark-
up for employer taxes = maximum billable rate). This is the amount deducted from the individual 
budget.    
  
So long as any SUI increase would not exceed the maximum billable rate, SDEs are paid and 
wages are not to be impacted.  The established maximum billable rate has been 11.55%.  To 
assist in ensuring that SUI increases will not cause an issue moving forward, PPL asked and 
received permission from DDD to increase the maximum billable rate to 14.55%.   This means an 
SDE will not be prevented from submitting their timesheets if/when a SUI rate increases so long 
as it does not exceed this higher percentage.   
  
What will PPL do when notified of SUI rate increases?  
Upon the DOL’s notification of a SUI increase to PPL, PPL will promptly contact you and your 
assigned Support Coordinator (SC) by phone and/or email, advising both that a new billable 
rate(s) is needed and has been calculated.    
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What do I need to do if my SUI rate increases?  
If this impacts you, PPL will notify you and your SC of the SUI rate increase and need to revise 
the billable rate to accommodate the SUI rate increase.  In addition to your SC prioritizing this by 
revising the Individual Service Plan (ISP), you will need to work with them to approve the new 
ISP.  This action will allow SDEs to continue to submit timesheets at their established wage.    
  
Where can I get more information on SUI?  
Please visit https://www.nj.gov/labor/ea/employer-services/rate-info/ or review Explanation of 
Unemployment Rates for more information.  
 

https://www.nj.gov/labor/ea/employer-services/rate-info/
https://www.nj.gov/labor/forms_pdfs/ea/Explanation%20of%20Unemployment%20Rate.pdf
https://www.nj.gov/labor/forms_pdfs/ea/Explanation%20of%20Unemployment%20Rate.pdf

